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Fifth Grade – Review worksheet #04 

Name: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

1. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first. Do not 

change the key word. You must use between two and five words.  

a. He didn't make any mistakes in the exam.     AVOIDED 

 He __________________________________________ mistakes in the exam. 

b. We haven't been to my parents for a long time.    WENT 

 It's been a long time _________________________________________ my 

 parents. 

c. Your jacket is like mine.       SIMILAR 

 Your jacket _________________________________________________ mine. 

d. I advise you to see a doctor immediately.     BETTER 

 You ___________________________________ a doctor immediately. 

e. It wasn't easy for Susan to find a place to live in London.  DIFFICULTY 

 Susan _____________________________________________ a place to live in 

 London. 

f. I can't wait to go on holiday with you.     FORWARD 

 I'm ___________________________________________________ on holiday 

 with you. 

g. May I use the computer?       COULD 

 I wonder _____________________________________________ use the 

 computer. 

h. Nobody helped me decorate the house.     BY 

 I decorated the house _____________________________________. 

i. Despite leaving home early, we missed the train.    ALTHOUGH 

 We missed the train ________________________________________ home 

 early. 

j. I'm sure Janet wasn't asleep because I could hear her talking.   BEEN 

 Janet ______________________________________________ because I could 

 hear her talking. 
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2. Complete the sentence or question with the correct form of the word in CAPITALS.  

 a. Can I make a ____________ about this?    SUGGEST 

 b. I wouldn't have a friend who was _________.   HONEST 

 c. Okay, shall we make a ________ now?    CHOOSE 

 d. If you want to make some _________ to your house, you need a good builder. 

          IMPROVE 

 e. Don't you think that this option would be a great _______________?  

          SUCCEED 

 f. Many _____________ visit my part of Spain as it's a particularly beautiful area.  

          TOUR 

 g. I think that this option would be ______________ to many teenagers.  

          ATTRACT 

 h. If there is a local airport, it's easy to catch _______ to different places. FLY 

 i. The only problem about Barcelona in the summer is the _______ . HOT 

 j. The older people might need some ________ with their suitcases.  

          ASSIST 

 

3. Fill in ALL the gaps with the appropriate word. Use one word only. 

Two New Yorkers ________ accomplished a challenge that most people would have 

considered impossible - convince a Yellow Cab driver to take ___________  cross-

country from the Big Apple to Los Angeles. 

_________ trip started as a crazy idea that New Jersey resident John Belitsky, 

_________ up with at his pal, Dan Wuebben's birthday party. After convincing Dan to go 

along with ________ on the approximately 3,000-mile bi-coastal trip, they started looking 

_______ a yellow cab driver, crazy enough to agree to __________. 

While the idea may sound easy, in a city ___________ drivers refuse to go from Brooklyn 

to Queens, this was an enormous task. In fact, John's father, a retired cab driver was 

convinced that __________ would agree - John of course took that as a challenge! 

After being turned ___________ by a number of cab drivers the two met Mohammed 

Alam, an immigrant from Bangladesh at La Guardia Airport, who was intrigued by the 

idea. In fact, he agreed to do it for __________$5,000, a big discount on the $17,000 it 

would have cost had the meter ____________ running. 


